We present AL, a novel automated machine learning system that learns to generate new supervised learning pipelines from an existing corpus of supervised learning programs. In contrast to existing automated machine learning tools, which typically implement a search over manually selected machine learning functions and classes, AL learns to identify the relevant classes in an API by analyzing dynamic program traces that use the target machine learning library. AL constructs a conditional probability model from these traces to estimate the likelihood of the generated supervised learning pipelines and uses this model to guide the search to generate pipelines for new datasets. Our evaluation shows that AL can produce successful pipelines for datasets that previous systems fail to process and produces pipelines with comparable predictive performance for datasets that previous systems process successfully.
INTRODUCTION
Supervised learning has now become mainstream computing practice [Witten et al. 2016 ]. It has been successfully applied to solve problems as varied as identifying email spam, mapping gene expressions to diseases, and predicting stock returns [Borodin et al. 2004; Pantel et al. 1998; Tarca et al. 2007 ]. Indeed, supervised learning is now widely applied across many areas of modern data analytics and management.
A major challenge for analysts remains in effectively harnessing their experiences in prior modeling tasks and systematically applying these skills (and intuitions) to new tasks. Data analysts will frequently encounter new datasets and predictive tasks that require implementing new pipelines. Different datasets can require that the analyst perform different pre-processing (e.g. removing missing values) and choose different learning algorithms. We propose existing source code be analyzed and used to produce new supervised learning pipelines that emulate the work done by prior analysts, with little to no developer intervention or program annotation.
1.1 AL Solutions to supervised learning problems often take the form of a sequence (pipeline) of calls to an API to 1) prepare the data for a learning algorithm through transformations, 2) apply a learning algorithm, and 3) evaluate the learned model on a held-out data set [Sparks et al. 2017 ]. More complex control flow beyond sequential composition is typically encapsulated in API components, such as a static method that supports iteration over columns. For example, Scikit-Learn [Buitinck et al. 2013] and XGBoost [Chen and Guestrin 2016] , popular Python libraries often used together, expose 51 classes and functions suitable for data transformations and 96 classes and functions for learning algorithms. The Scikit-Learn documentation on supervised learning algorithms alone is expansive (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/supervised_learning.html).
To use these libraries successfully, an analyst needs both knowledge of the components available in the libraries and machine learning expertise to identify relevant classes that work together well for the dataset and the prediction task at hand. Given the empirical nature of the prediction problem and the range of predictive performance across distinct pipelines, the developer will often experiment with different subsets and the composition order of the chosen components to construct candidate pipelines [Lee 2017; Tunguz 2018] . These pipelines are then evaluated to estimate future performance on unseen data.
We present AL, a system that learns to generate supervised machine learning pipelines from existing supervised learning programs. AL enables analysts to automatically obtain supervised learning pipelines for a wide range problems without the need to manually select the components in the pipeline or write code that implements the pipeline. AL identifies a sequence of components (in our evaluation, these are classes in two object-oriented machine learning libraries) that are appropriate for the input data. The system then adds additional boilerplate code necessary and returns a fully executable machine learning script to the user in plain Python code.
AL's goal is to emulate the pipelines implemented in a collection of existing programs and provide a means to extend to new libraries with little to no additional development effort. By extracting the search space directly from a training set of programs, AL can automatically extend automated machine learning searches to new classes or functions used in the training set. This is a key advantage compared to existing systems that work with pre-defined subsets of libraries.
An analyst can use AL to generate new pipelines. To do so, the analyst provides AL with a dataset in tabular form. The columns correspond to features; each row is an observation. The user indicates which column of the table corresponds to the prediction target. AL then generates a set of pipelines consisting of method calls to API classes that process the input data, fit a learning model, and evaluate it. Each step in this pipeline takes as input the output of the previous step, and executes the API call with any remaining default parameters. The system outputs a ranked list of pipelines suitable for predicting the target value of new unseen observations.
Approach
We train AL on a collection of programs, each of which implement (potentially in addition to other functionality) a supervised learning pipeline. We source our training set of supervised learning programs from Kaggle [Google 2017a ], a data science website that hosts competitions, tutorials, and community forums for relevant machine learning topics.
We train AL on a collection of approximately 500 supervised learning programs and their associated target datasets. AL instruments each program to collect runtime information. Specifically, the instrumentation collects a program trace, including information on the calls to the target machine learning libraries and an abstraction of the data used as parameters to those calls. The abstraction consists of a collection of feature functions that capture key characteristics (e.g. data types, summary statistics, probability densities, column correlations, missing value frequencies) of the input data to each call.
AL deploys a small set of module-level labels along with a slicing-based algorithm to extract a canonical representation of the supervised learning pipelines embedded in each dynamic trace. AL uses these canonical representations to construct a model to emulate developer-written pipelines. The model ranks candidate pipelines, based on the likelihood that a developer (as observed in the training programs) would write such a pipeline. This model ranks new pipeline components conditioned on a partially constructed pipeline and the state of the input data presented to the new component. Given an input dataset, a pipeline depth bound, and a bound on the number of candidates per depth, AL uses the model to rank and prune candidate pipelines.
Results
We compare AL to two existing automated machine learning tools: Autosklearn [Feurer et al. 2015] and TPOT [Olson et al. 2016 ]. Both systems search over a space of preselected API classes, tuning the selection of classes used in the pipeline and their hyper-parameters. For our evaluation, we use AL to generate supervised learning pipelines for 31 data sets, none of which overlap with the data used by example programs seen by AL during training.
Our experiments show that by emulating existing pipelines, AL can produce pipelines for 18 out of 21 datasets in 5 minutes or less, with predictive performance comparable to those produced by existing systems, with the latter given a 1 or 2 hour execution budget (see Section 9.3). We also show that by extracting the relevant API subset from programs, AL can eliminate the need to perform additional pre-processing of the data required by existing systems or remove the need to manually extend these systems by developers (see Section 9.4).
Contributions
• AL: We present AL, a new automated machine learning system. To the best of our knowledge, AL is the first system to extract supervised machine learning pipelines from program traces and use these traces to learn how to generate pipelines for new data sets. This approach facilitates the use of existing ML knowledge captured in a collection of programs and the extension of automated machine learning searches to new libraries or libraries with extended APIs. Existing automated machine learning systems, in contrast, perform a search over preselected API components [de Sá et al. 2017; Feurer et al. 2015; Olson et al. 2016 ] and focus on choosing components for composition and optimizing the hyper-parameters associated with the chosen components. Current systems available need to be manually extended to consider new components for pipeline generation. • Algorithm: We present the AL algorithm to extract supervised machine learning pipelines from programs, build a developer-emulation model from these pipelines, and employ this model to guide pipeline generation by ranking candidates. • Experimental Results: We present results that demonstrate that automatic extension of the pipeline search space, through program analysis, can reduce the need to add handwrittencode to pre-process data. This approach also facilitates extending the search to new libraries. For 17 of 21 datasets in our evaluation, AL produces pipelines that perform comparable to existing automated ML systems. For 10 datasets, AL produces a pipeline when other AutoML systems fail to run.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 walks through an example of how an analyst would use AL. Section 3 provides a brief overview of supervised learning and Section 4 presents the idea of canonical supervised learning pipelines and estimating their likelihood. Section 5 presents our algorithm for extracting the component search space and the canonical pipelines embedded in our training programs' traces. Section 6 describes the process of collecting training programs. Section 7 details the use of a discriminative classifier to construct a developer-emulation model. Section 8 presents our pipeline generation algorithm. Section 9 shows our experimental results. Section 10 describes the AL implementation and provides a reference to a demo-version repository with related code. Section 11 discusses threats to validity, Section 12 discusses AL in the context of previous work, and Section 13 presents future work. Section 14 concludes.
EXAMPLE
We next present an example that illustrates how AL produces a pipeline to solve a classification task for a new (unseen) dataset: the Titanic dataset [Kaggle 2015 ] hosted on Kaggle. The goal is to predict which passengers survived the Titanic wreck.
Training AL's Pipeline Generation
We first train AL on a collection of supervised learning programs and their target datasets (in this paper these programs and datasets are sourced from the Kaggle website [Google 2017a]). AL collects dynamic traces from each program and extracts the canonical supervised learning pipeline embedded in each trace. It then uses these dynamic traces to build a probability model of pipeline likelihood conditioned on previous pipeline stages and on characteristics of the data at the current pipeline stage. AL uses this model to drive the exploration of candidate pipelines and produce candidates that emulate the pipelines written by developers and observed in the training programs.
Pipeline Generation
The dataset for the Titanic problem takes the form of a CSV file. Each row corresponds to a passenger. The columns correspond to passenger characteristics such as age, gender, cabin, etc. Starting with this file and an identification of the column name or index indicating the target prediction column, AL splits the file into a training dataset and a held-out validation dataset. It then runs its pipeline generation algorithm, using the conditional probability model to guide the search for good candidate pipelines (see Section 8). Figure 1 presents the highest ranked pipeline generated for the Titanic dataset. The pipeline consists of 3 classes from the Scikit-Learn library and a bounded loop iterator from AL's runtime library, which are sequenced using Scikit-Learn's Pipeline combinator, along with boilerplate code (which is generated by filling in a pre-defined sketch) to produce an executable machine learning pipeline. A Pipeline instance is constructed from steps, which are defined as a name and an operation and are applied in sequence to any inputs provided.
AL Pipeline
Lines 10 to 12 read the input dataset from disk and split the dataset into training and validation data. X_train and y_train correspond to the training data, and X_val and y_val correspond to the held-out validation dataset. The pipeline defines two transformations (lines 16 to 17), which are followed by fitting a logistic regression classifier (line 18). Line 22 fits each of these components in sequence, by calling .fit on the Pipeline instance. Line 25 evaluates the pipeline's performance on the held-out validation set. To do so, the Pipeline instance's .score method applies the transforms t0 and t1 to X_val, predicts the outputs using the model, and compares these to y_val. Line 28 re-fits the pipeline to the entire dataset for training, so that new predictions can use all information available. The predict function (lines 30 to 31) produces new predictions for new data provided by the user.
The first component of the pipeline (line 16) is a class that applies a transform that converts strings into tokens, counts the number of times each token appears in each string, and replaces the string in the data set with columns that count the number of occurrences of each token. This transformation is required because the learning algorithm (line 18) works only with numeric data (and fails if presented with a dataset that contains text). Note that this class needs to be applied in a loop over the columns. Applying it to the table as a whole fails, as the API expects 1 import xgboost 2 import sklearn 3 import sklearn.feature_extraction.text 4 import sklearn.linear_model.logistic 5 import sklearn.preprocessing.imputation 6 import runtime_helpers 7 8 from sklearn.pipeline import Pipeline 9 10 # read inputs and split 11 X , y = runtime_helpers.read_input ( ' titanic.csv ' , ' Survived ') a one-dimensional vector to produce the appropriately shaped output. Removing string columns altogether would lose important information in the dataset such as gender or cabin class columns. Similarly, simply mapping each string to a unique integer would fail to extract relevant subtokens from string columns, such as passengers' titles from the passenger name column (e.g. Miss, Mr, Master). Both of these features correlate with passenger survival [Elinder and Erixson 2012] . The second class in the pipeline (line 17) applies a transform that imputes missing data (filling in missing data with the mean over entries present in the same column). Again, this transformation is required because the learning algorithm fails if there is any missing data. Because this imputation class works only with numeric data, the pipeline also requires the previous application of a transform (such as the string to token count conversion transform in the example pipeline) that converts strings to numeric values. We highlight that the string to numeric conversion, and the filling in of missing values currently have to be handled manually when using previous systems (see https://github.com/EpistasisLab/tpot/blob/master/tutorials/Titanic_Kaggle.ipynb for an example that uses this dataset with TPOT ). The removal of these manual steps underscores the advantages of learning from example programs as employed by AL.
All of the components in the pipeline, with exception of the custom combinator ColumnLoop in AL's runtime library, were extracted from AL's example supervised learning programs during AL's training. In each step, the input parameter to the API consists of the output from the previous pipeline step along with default parameters.
In practice, we expect that an AL user would automatically generate a set of pipelines, which they can choose to further modify by editing the pipelines' Python source code. However, even an initial pipeline can deliver strong results, with no additional developer interaction. For example, as of this writing the AL pipeline in Figure 1 outperforms 91% of the submissions on the corresponding Kaggle leaderboard.
OVERVIEW OF SUPERVISED LEARNING
Let a dataframe be a collection of column vectors with potentially different datatypes. Let I be the set of dataframes with n rows and m columns. Let Y : R n×1 be the set of real-valued column vectors with n entries. Given I ∈ I and Y ∈ Y, supervised machine learning corresponds to building a hypothesis h (i.e., model) that maps each observation in I to the corresponding value in Y . This map is often constructed by minimizing a cost function over the predicted target values and the true target values for a portion of the data (training data). The expectation is that this map can generalize to unseen observations (test data).
It is often the case that the domain of Y is not the reals, but rather a discrete set of labels. When the domain of Y is a discrete set of labels, the problem is called a classification problem. When the domain of Y is the reals, the problem is called a regression problem. For brevity, we formalize the regression case, but a similar formulation for classification is possible.
CANONICAL SUPERVISED LEARNING PROGRAMS
We refer to a class, function, or method in an API that implements some desired functionality as a component. Let T : I → I be the set of, potentially stateful, components that transform dataframes to a space of dataframes with potentially different dimensionality and datatypes. We say we fit a transformation t i ∈ T on a dataframe X if we compute transformation parameters from X and store these parameters in t i 's state. Let H : I → Y be the set of trained models that take as input a dataframe and produce a vector of elements of the appropriate datatype. Let L : I × Y → H be the set of learning algorithm components that can train over an input dataframe and vector to produce a trained model. Let E : H × I × Y → R be the set of components that evaluate the performance of a trained model on held-out validation data and produce a model performance score.
Let I train , I val ∈ I and Y train , Y val ∈ Y. Let P represent the set of component-based programs implementing a supervised learning pipeline. A program in this set takes as inputs training data train = (I train , Y train ) and held-out validation data val = (I val , Y val ). The program performs necessary transformations to I train (and correspondingly, I val ), learns a model h ∈ H using train and evaluates the performance of the learned hypothesis on val. The output of the program is the trained model and the associated evaluation metric on the held-out validation data.
A program in P is represented as a five tuple (train, val,T , l, e), where train is training data, val is held-out validation data, T = (t 1 , . . . , t k ) is a sequence of k transformations where t i ∈ T , l ∈ L is a supervised learning algorithm, and e ∈ E is an evaluation metric. Figure 2 shows the evaluation semantics of such a program. We use I i train to denote the output of transformation t i on input I i−1 train , with I 0 train = I train . The output of this sequence of transformations is used to learn a hypothesis over I k train , Y train using the learning algorithm l. To evaluate the hypothesis learned, we apply the same sequence of transformation components T , which may have computed parameters over I train (i.e. been fitted), to I val and use e to score the output of h(I k val ) relative to Y val . The output of the program is the hypothesis and its score on the held-out validation dataset.
→ fit on X if unfitted and then transform else just transform 
Modeling Canonical Pipeline Likelihood
We model the conditional probability of a canonical supervised learning program (train, val,T , l, e) ∈ P as the probability that a developer would write the sequence of operations t 1 , ..., t k , l, given the training data. This probability model can be viewed as a łlanguage modelž over pipelines, conditioned on input data [Rosenfeld 1996 ]. This intuition captures our goal: developer emulation during pipeline generation. We remove the evaluation component from the likelihood calculation as the function used to score a pipeline is defined deterministically based on the prediction task, to allow comparison of multiple pipelines' performance. The probability is then defined as:
where T j i indicates the sequence t i . . . t j , and T 0 * is the empty sequence. We approximate this distribution by making a Markov assumption [Baum and Petrie 1966] of order j about the transformations and learning algorithm in the program. This assumption is that the ith pipeline component is a function of only the j previous calls and the input data before the ith call. By considering the input data for the ith call, rather than the initial data, we allow some additional information flow beyond the cutoff imposed by our Markov assumption. So our approximate conditional probability distribution is
(1)
Abstracting Inputs for Learning
To estimate the conditional probability distribution defined in Equation (1), we need a data abstraction that is flexible across different inputs. This flexibility must account for varying dimensions, datatypes, and underlying distributions. We define such an abstraction operation α : I ∪ Y → R p which summarizes input data using a real-valued vector of dimension p. The vector is designed to capture key characteristics of the data. We often refer to the application of α as summarizing the input.
Using α, we cast the problem of learning the conditional probability distribution for supervised learning problems as a supervised learning problem itself, an approach known as metalearning [Giraud-Carrier et al. 2004 ]. We consider each transformation t i or learning algorithm l as a label, and train a discriminative classifier to predict the appropriate label given the previous j pipeline components and the current call's input data.
The feature map that defines α presents a trade-off between the richness of the representation, sparsity in training data, and computational cost. Producing very rich representations reduces the likelihood that we will observe many instances of the vector in our training data, and may be more expensive to compute during pipeline search. Very simple representations can fail to capture important features of the input data. Based on our own experience and the existing literature [Ali and Smith-Miles 2006; Reif et al. 2014] , we define α using the following combination of features, which are averaged column-wise where relevant. Probability/cumulative density functions used are defined with a set of fixed distribution parameters and applied to each value in a column.
• Type Features: Collection type (e.g. list, array, set); distribution of types in collection elements (e.g. real, integer, string). Table 1 compares the features used in computing α with the features used by Autosklearn in its meta-learning.
EXTRACTING A COMPONENT SEARCH SPACE
Our system eliminates the need to manually select a set of relevant API components for constructing a supervised learning pipeline. This approach relies on dynamic program traces collected by executing existing supervised machine learning programs. We focused on Python programs that contained calls to two popular data science libraries: Scikit-Learn [Buitinck et al. 2013] , and XGBoost [Chen and Guestrin 2016] .
The program traces, collected through dynamic instrumentation, contain the API calls made by the program along with information on the arguments and memory locations associated with each call. We describe the details of our instrumentation in Section 6.1. To extract a canonical pipeline from such a trace, we need to label each call as an element in T , the set of available transformations, L, the set of available learning algorithms, or E, the set of available evaluation functions.
The sets of calls for each of the three labels are then used to train a model that predicts the likelihood of observing a particular component, given prior components and the state of the input data. For example, we collect all calls labeled T and train a model that predicts the likelihood of observing a given transformation component, such as sklearn.preprocessing.Imputer, next in the pipeline. 
Dynamic Trace Slicing For Canonical Program Extraction
Algorithm 1 presents how we 1) label each API call in a dynamic trace, and 2) extract a canonical supervised learning program. We exploit the package hierarchy in Scikit-Learn and XGBoost's bindings to label as an element of T any function or appropriate method call for a class defined in Scikit-Learn's decomposition, feature_extraction, feature_selection, pipeline, preprocessing, and random_projection modules. Similarly, we label as an element of E any function or appropriate method call for a class defined in Scikit-Learn's calibration, metrics, model_selection modules. We also use the fact that all learning algorithms in Scikit-Learn and XGBoost's Python bindings are implemented as classes with a fit method to apply the respective learning algorithm to data. We identify all calls to fit that are not already labeled and label these as elements in L.
We say that a call that has been labeled as an element in L is a seed for a canonical supervised learning program. There may be multiple seeds in a single dynamic trace, yielding multiple canonical programs. For each seed in the trace, we slice the trace forward using the data dependencies on the seed call's return value to identify calls that depend on the output of that seed. These calls are labeled as elements of E, if not previously labeled. We then slice the trace backwards using the data dependency information for the seed call's parameters to identify calls that are inputs to the learning algorithm. These calls are labeled as elements of T , if not previously labeled. Concatenating the backward slice, the seed, and the forward slice produces a canonical program.
Call labeling in a canonical program is done on a per-example basis. This means that a single method on the same class can be labeled differently across different example programs. This approach provides AL with additional flexibility. The dynamic slicing-based labeling also allows users to provide an incomplete set of method/class labels, which can be supplemented with labels assigned during slicing. This approach reduces the annotation burden for adapting AL to new APIs.
It is important to note that the traces we extract are a linearization of the original slice. So for example, if the slice contains two transforms A and B with edges into learning algorithm C, the linearized trace extracted would correspond to A, B, C, where A and B have are placed in an arbitrary (deterministic) order. This linearization is a direct result of our pipeline language model, which is restricted to characterizing pipelines with sequential transformations. Figure 3 shows an example canonical pipeline extracted from our training data. Each component is labeled according to its role in the pipeline. T stands for transform, L stands for learning algorithm, and E for evaluation. Label subset of calls in D using P 4:
▷ Seeds correspond to calls fitting a learning algorithm 5:
Label calls in bwd as T if not previously labeled Kaggle 2017] , which includes existing user scripts. We downloaded the input data for these programs, and used this data to reproduce program executions. We learn from Python programs that made at least one call to our target libraries: Scikit-Learn and XGBoost [Chen and Guestrin 2016] . Both libraries are used in existing automated machine learning tools [de Sá et al. 2017; Feurer et al. 2015; Olson et al. 2016 ] and were used often in Kaggle scripts.
We removed scripts that exceeded a predefined similarity ratio over token subsequences [Ratcliff and Metzener 1988] . This filtering aims to remove scripts that have few semantic differences. These łduplicatesž are often produced as a result of the ad-hoc version management common in data science development [Kery et al. 2017] . Our final training set consisted of approximately 500 programs from the Meta-Kaggle dataset. These programs solved one of 9 problems (meaning they perform predictions over 9 different datasets). 
Program Instrumentation
To obtain program traces from which to learn, AL uses dynamic instrumentation. The goal of this instrumentation is to identify key execution events (particularly, assignments, calls and returns) to maintain a simplified data flow graph, which we refer to as a value graph. Nodes in the value graph are created based on execution events and annotated with data to allow trace extraction.
To effectively instrument the program, AL first performs multiple rewrites. In particular, any function (or method) call is hoisted such that it assigns to a fresh intermediate variable, and the corresponding call in the original statement is replaced with the intermediate variable. Then AL adds calls to its instrumentation runtime library, which maintains information, detailed below, during execution. We now detail the actions taken by the instrumentation for key events. Assignments: When an assignment executes, AL records a new node in the value graph for each left-hand-side variable. To record data dependences, AL extracts all variables used on the right hand side of the assignment and adds a directed edge from the latest graph node associated with that variable to the new nodes just created. If there are no variables on the right-hand side (e.g. the assignment is a constant expression), no dependences are added. To identify the appropriate node for each variable, we rely on their memory address, which can be obtained in CPython by the id function. The instrumentation uses the memory address as a key into a hash table containing graph nodes. Finally, the newly created graph nodes are stored in the slots associated with the corresponding value of id for each left-hand-side-variable. Calls: When a call executes, AL records a new node in the graph with an identifier for the call site, an identifier for the particular call, source code information and any arguments used for the call. For each variable used in a call argument, AL adds a directed edge from the node associated with the last assignment to that variable to the new call node. The call node created also includes a summary of each call argument, produced using the output of AL's data abstraction function.
In contrast to a more general data flow analysis, we highlight that for AL we have the advantage of only caring about calls to a subset of libraries in each program (Scikit-Learn and XGBoost). Caring about a smaller subset reduces the calls that have to be instrumented, and given their standard usage patterns, allows us to simplify instrumentation, for example by eliding instrumentation for more complex Python constructs like generators, conditional expressions, lambdas, among others. This may result in incomplete value graphs, but we have not found this to impact AL's performance. Returns: When a return event occurs, AL adds a new node for the return and creates an edge from the node associated with the corresponding call to the current new node. If the return value is further assigned to a variable (as is often the case, given that we hoist calls), the following Assignment execution event handles the remainder of the necessary value-graph updates. Loops: Iteration in example programs can unduly affect AL's language model. For example, if a program iterates over each row of a table and applies a particular transformation T , our probability for T would be biased by the number of rows in that table. This behavior would also violate the defined semantics of transformations, which apply to a table as a whole not to a row, leading to an incorrect probability computation. To resolve this issue, AL adds a static identifier to each for and while loop in the original program, as well as a dynamic identifier assigned when a for or while loop body is entered during execution. AL then only records events in the body of the loop during the first iteration associated with the current dynamic identifier, effectively unrolling the loop once for instrumentation purposes during execution. AL keeps track of the corresponding dynamic and static identifiers for that loop, such that a new entrance in the body of the loop (e.g. a new call to a function that contains the loop in question) would once-again produce nodes for the value graph.
After a program has finished executing, we post-process the value graph to facilitate extraction of program traces. Specifically, AL extracts call nodes and merges edges as necessary, so that our final graph contains an edge from call A to call B if the return value of A flows into B, with no intermediate function C modifying A's return value.
We encapsulated these ideas in an instrumentation library, https://github.com/josepablocam/ python-pl, that relies on the Python debugger to carry out the instrumentation tasks outlined previously. This library uses a combination of source code and runtime type information to identify calls to functions in its own code, relevant libraries (i.e. those we want to track) and irrelevant libraries. It also disambiguates between calls made from the input program and calls that may be internal to libraries (which we do not care for, as AL focuses on public API components). The current version of AL is implemented with the same general approach, but relies more heavily on inserting calls to the runtime instrumentation library in the rewritten source code.
A DISCRIMINATIVE CLASSIFIER FOR SUPERVISED LEARNING PROGRAMS
We use multi-label logistic regression with L 1 regularization, a standard machine learning algorithm, to model the conditional probability distribution of supervised learning pipelines.
Recall that in Equation (1) we defined the conditional probability of a canonical supervised learning program as proportional to
which has a Markov assumption of order j.
We instantiated j to 2 in our implementation, which means our model considers only the two previous pipeline operations, along with the input to the current operation, when computing the probability of the next component. In order to choose j, we performed k-fold cross validation over next-component prediction. A new set of training programs would potentially require a different j, but this new j value can be determined empirically using a similar approach.
We also abstract out the input data using our α data summarization function. We trained two separate classifiers: one for transformations and one for learning algorithms. Let Pr T be the Fig. 4 . Graphical representation of our language model conditional probability computed by the former classifier, and Pr L be the conditional probability computed by the latter classifier.
We then redefine the (unnormalized) conditional probability for a supervised learning program to
We summarize this model through a simple graphical representation, shown in Figure 4 . We consider the previous two pipeline components (t j−2 and t j−1 ) and a summary of the current state of the dataset (i.e. the input into the next pipeline component, α(I j−1 t r ain ) and α(Y t r ain )). The corresponding model then predicts the probability for the next transformation (Pr T ) or learning algorithm (Pr L ).
We trained the two classifiers on the canonical supervised learning programs extracted in Section 5. We do so by constructing two training corpuses: one for transformations and one for learning algorithms. For each we produce a collection of n-grams (i.e. a sequence of n preceding elements) of APIs for each call that is associated with the given role label. The target label for each observation, which is our prediction target, corresponds to the associated library class (e.g. sklearn.preprocessing.Imputer).
Recall that the goal of this model is to estimate the likelihood of a pipeline being written by a developer, given the input training data. From this perspective, the probability model functions as a łlanguage modelž for pipelines.
GENERATING SUPERVISED LEARNING PROGRAMS
Now that we have a concrete way of quantifying the conditional probability of different supervised learning programs, we introduce our approach to generating new programs when given input data by the user. Figure 5 shows the grammar for the pipelines AL generates. While transformations in the pipeline are composed sequentially, bounded iteration can be expressed directly through a class in AL's runtime library. In particular, ColumnLoop performs a for-loop over the columns of the data, applying a given transformation iteratively to all columns in the input parameter. < program > ::= < transform >* < learn > < score > < transform > ::= < transform_fit > < transform_apply > < transform_fit > ::= t_i = # .fit (X) | t_i = ColumnLoop (#) .fit (X) ( for -loop ) < transform_apply > ::= X = # .transform (X) < model > ::= m_i = # .fit (X , y) < score > ::= m_i.score (X , y) Fig. 5 . Grammar for programs generated by AL. .fit, .transform, and .score are part of the API for Scikit-Learn and XGBoost components, which we use to instantiate our set of transforms (T ), learning algorithms (L) and evaluation (E). Elements of the form # represent holes to be filled with API components during search. The current AL implementation uses the Scikit-Learn Pipeline class to simplify the code generated, but we present the equivalent step-by-step grammar here.
Generation Approach
AL enumerates pipelines in a breadth first search up to a bound on the number of components (depth) and a bound on the number of pipelines per depth. The search uses AL's conditional probability model to rank components and greedily prune pipelines. The PredictProgramExtension function in Algorithm 2 shows how this model is used to predict the next component in a pipeline.
The Generate function in Algorithm 2 shows the overall search algorithm. At each depth, the algorithm takes the first k programs after extension. These programs are the product of adding calls in descending order of conditional probability to candidate programs, which are themselves sorted in descending order of conditional probability. Each program is then extended with a learning algorithm fitting step to construct complete programs of that depth. After the final set of programs has been produced, we sort the generated programs in descending order based on the evaluation metric on a held-out validation dataset. Note that this validation set does not overlap with the eventual test set for the pipelines produced. Rather, it is a sampled subset of the training data.
Critically, the validation-based sorting step will down-rank pipelines that may have executed without runtime exceptions but produced łunsoundž features (e.g. treating integers representing categories as real values). Such łunsoundž pipelines are expected to perform comparatively worse on the validation data. This search strategy is equivalent to beam search, with the main distinction that we add the validation-based pruning to the final set of pipelines obtained.
When given a new dataset, if the number of rows exceeds a default limit (in the current implementation: 10,000), AL executes its search over a subset of size equal to the limit, which is sampled randomly with replacement. Similarly, if the number of columns exceeds a default limit (in the current implementation: 3,000), the grammar is restricted to remove bounded column loops. These two choices were made empirically and result in adequate pipelines with reduced search times.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now present experimental results for AL. 9.1 Instrumentation Impact AL relies on executing existing programs to extract the search space to be used for pipeline generation. As detailed in Section 6.1, execution information is collected by instrumenting the original programs, tracking library calls and characteristics of the input values used to each call. We executed our example programs with and without this instrumentation to assess the overhead imposed by AL's information collection. We found that the average ratio of instrumented to uninstrumented execution time was 1.67 (1.85 s.d.). The mean instrumented execution time was return first k probability-ranked programs in P ′ 22: end function 4.38 minutes (5.33 s.d.), while the mean uninstrumented execution time was 3.36 minutes (4.34 s.d.). Figure 6 shows the distribution of runtime ratios across example programs. Over 80% of example programs have a runtime execution ratio between 1 and 2. There are a small number of outlier programs that have a ratio over 5 times (including one with a ratio of approximately 25.0). We found these cases to focus on programs that perform a large number of transformations on relatively large input dataframes. All our example programs were collected from Kaggle, which at the time of data collection, imposed a 20 minute execution limit [Google 2017b] in their environment.
Benchmarking Methodology
We evaluate the pipelines produced by AL and compare against two existing systems and two baselines.
We compare AL to:
• Autosklearn [Feurer et al. 2015] : an automated machine learning system that produces pipeline ensembles using a model-based search [Hutter et al. 2011] • TPOT [Olson et al. 2016] : an automated machine learning system that produces tree-based pipelines using genetic programming • Basic-ML: a handwritten implementation that simulates a user with basic machine learning knowledge. The preprocessing performed is the minimum required for all datasets to execute without program exceptions. This baseline uses sklearn.preprocessing.CountVectorizer to convert string columns to token counts, replaces any missing values with zero, and applies logistic regression for classification and linear regression for regression tasks. • Default Prediction: predicts the most common label for classification and the mean value for regression
We performed ten trials per benchmark dataset on AWS m4.xlarge machines with 16 GB RAM (and moved execution to m4.2xlarge with 32GB RAM when necessary for completion). For each trial we randomly split the dataset into training and test using a 75/25 split. All systems are trained/tested on the same split of the data in each trial.
We used four collections of benchmarks, totaling 31 different datasets, all of which are disjoint from the datasets used by AL's training programs.
We used 12 of the 13 datasets in the Autosklearn paper [Feurer et al. 2015] . We excluded dataset 1111, as its size (50000 rows with 190 numeric columns and 40 categorical columns with a large domain) resulted in out-of-memory exceptions in our 32GB RAM machine and none of the AutoML systems (including AL) produced a pipeline in the time limits considered. The original datasets are available through the OpenML repository [Vanschoren et al. 2013] . We refer to these datasets as OpenML.
We used all 9 datasets in the TPOT paper [Olson et al. 2016 ]. These include synthetic and real datasets. The original datasets are available through the Penn Machine Learning Benchmarks repository [Olson et al. 2017] . We refer to these datasets as PMLB.
For the OpenML and PMLB datasets, we convert any categorical columns to a one-hot-encoding using Pandas [McKinney et al. 2010] get_dummies function. This is required for Autosklearn and TPOT to run out-of-the-box on these datasets. When referring to column counts, we refer to the columns after one-hot-encoding.
The OpenML and PMLB datasets were chosen to compare the predictive performance of AL with other AutoML systems and baselines. We executed the AutoML systems with a budget of 1 hour per iteration, and increased this budget to 2 hours if no pipeline was produced (a scenario we encountered with TPOT ).
The remaining 10 datasets in our evaluation were sourced from Kaggle and Mulan, a multi-label classification and multivariate regression project [Tsoumakas et al. 2011 ]. The Kaggle datasets in particular are reflective of the types of datasets that an analyst might encounter łin the wildž. For example, we chose datasets that had a combination of different datatypes across columns and multiple prediction target columns. The former case is common in industry, where datasets are often collected and cleaned/prepared on a per-analysis basis by developers [Lohr 2014 ]. The latter case is interesting as it explores a less common task compared to single-variable prediction. In particular, it exercises the flexibility of existing systems to handle input/target shapes that may have not been considered during design. For these tasks, we let AL's search run without pipeline-level timeouts. Autosklearn and TPOT produce exceptions when running on these datasets out-of-the-box.
For the Kaggle and Mulan datasets, we set AL's search depth bound to 3, the greedy search bound to 30 programs per depth, and a timeout per API component call of 60 seconds. For the remaining datasets, we set AL's search depth bound to 4, the greedy search bound to 10 programs per depth, and a timeout per API component call of 5 seconds.
We used version 0.18.2 of the Scikit-Learn library and 0.9 of the XGBoost library for our experiments. These are the versions of the libraries used to execute the instrumented Kaggle example programs. We used version 0.2.1 of Autosklearn and 0.9.3 of TPOT .
When presenting AL results, we present performance for the top N pipelines produced, based on AL's ranking of these programs. The ranking of programs, which takes place during AL's search, is carried out on a held-out validation portion of the training data, which is disjoint from the test set. After the pipelines have been ranked, AL re-trains the chosen pipelines on the entire training set and then evaluates on the test set. As such, a top 1 value is directly comparable to benchmark systems, while the values listed as top 3, 5, and 10 represent the maximum score obtained by the programs within the first 3, 5, and 10 ranked programs (respectively). These scores are included to show that AL results in multiple productive pipelines. Table 2 presents performance results on OpenML and PMLB datasets. Values in parenthesis correspond to standard deviations over dataset iterations. Autosklearn ran with a budget of 1 hour per iteration. TPOT required a budget of 2 hours for datasets 179 and 184, as no pipelines were produced with a budget of 1 hour. TPOT failed to produce a pipeline for 1128, 554, 389, 293, despite a 2 hour budget. Autosklearn failed to produce a pipeline that was not a dummy classifier for 554 under both a 1 hour and 2 hour budget. AL produced pipelines with performance comparable to one of the two AutoML systems in 17 of the 21 datasets considered, despite having an average runtime of 325 seconds.
Comparative Predictive Performance
In datasets 389, 293, Hill_Valley_with_noise and Hill_Valley_without_noise, AL produced worse results. For 293, a pipeline in the top 5 produces an F1 comparable to Autosklearn. However, for the remaining datasets AL produces pipelines with lower performance than the Basic-ML baseline. After inspecting the pipelines, we identified these to be cases where AL's pipelines focused on fitting a small class of learning algorithms, rather than diversifying the candidate pipelines produced. For example, in 389 AL mainly fit decision trees or random forests, and for both Hill_Valley_with_noise and Hill_Valley_without_noise the candidate pipelines used a linear SVC or random forest. Similarly, the top 1 ranked pipelines for 293 were decision tree based, while later pipelines used a more diverse set of classifiers. Given that these pipelines produced lower performance than the default pipeline, a simple modification would be to return the default pipeline in cases where validation performance is lower for generated pipelines. Table 3 presents the average runtime for AL when generating candidate pipelines for the OpenML and PMLB datasets. The search strategy results in comparable performance to existing AutoML Table 2 . AL produced a comparable pipeline to Autosklearn or TPOT in 17 of the 21 datasets considered, despite having an average runtime of approximately 5 minutes compared to one or two hour budgets. In the four cases where performance was worse, we identified a lack of diversity in classifiers as an underlying cause. Values in parentheses correspond to standard deviations over split iterations.
Dataset
Top 1 systems, despite shorter execution times. The exception to this short runtime is dataset 554, for which AL ran approximately 46 minutes, while both Autosklearn and TPOT failed to produce a pipeline in 2 hours.
Learned Search Space
The Kaggle data has columns of different datatypes, such as string columns. For example, the spooky-author-identification dataset contains two columns with text: the first column is a string identifier, and the second column contains free-form text. Autosklearn and TPOT fail to run out-of-the-box on these datasets because none of the preselected components available to Autosklearn's or TPOT 's search implement an effective transform to convert strings to a real-valued vector. For other systems to execute, the analyst would have to manually write code that transforms strings to numeric encodings, combines dense and spare matrix representations, and then performs any remaining necessary transformations, such as imputation. AL's key advantage is it removes the need for this additional code. AL handles datasets with text fields without manually adding pre-processing because the example programs used to train AL have components that process text fields automatically. Specifically, the set of transforms extracted from its training programs includes a TF-IDF transformation [Salton and Buckley 1988] and a transform to convert strings to simple token frequency.
Both Autosklearn and TPOT fail out-of-the-box on the Mulan datasets because neither system as currently implemented handles multivariate regression [Autosklearn 2017; TPOT 2018 ]. An analyst intending to use these systems would have to manually piece together a separate pipeline search for each target variable, making sure that transformations in the pre-processing stage are unified across pipelines after obtaining the resulting pipelines from each tool's search. AL executes without additional extension.
AL handles multivariate regression without manual extension because some of the example programs used to train AL have components that support multivariate regression and AL is able to construct successful pipelines using these components. By not introducing additional constraints on the search space or the characteristics of expected inputs/outputs, AL is able to produce executable pipelines for these datasets.
For 8 of these 10 datasets AL's top 10 pipelines include a program that outperforms the Basic-ML baseline. For 2 of these 10 datasets the performance is roughly equal. Recall that the Basic-ML baseline involves manually written code to preprocess inputs and assemble the prediction pipeline. In all cases, AL outperforms the Default Prediction baseline.
Performance on two of the multi-target regression datasets (sf1 and sf2), although better than Basic-ML and Default Prediction, is still poor. We inspected the pipelines produced and found that the component choices were reasonable. For example, for sf1 the top ranked pipeline applies (from the sklearn.preprocessing package) LabelEncoder in a loop over columns to convert single string values to integers, then normalizes column values by applying MinMaxScaler, and finally fits a ridge regression. The poor performance is reflective of the inherent difficulty of the predictive task in both datasets. The target vectors consist of the counts of three different types of solar flares in a 24 hour period. Note that AL's performance improves slightly for sf2, which has łmuch more error correction applied to it, and has consequently been treated as more reliablež [sol 2017].
Conditional Probability Model and Search Space Impact
AL's pipeline generation depends on the components extracted from training programs and the conditional probability model built from sequences of these components. To better understand the impact of this conditional probability model, we compared the pipelines generated by AL on the OpenML and PMLB datasets to two alternative strategies. Sklearn-XGBoost-Random: randomly searches over all classes in Scikit-Learn and XGBoost. AL-Random: searches only over classes extracted by AL but ranks components randomly and prunes pipelines randomly. Table 5 shows the average F1 score for the top 10 pipelines generated by AL-Random is higher than Sklearn-XGBoost-Random for 19 of the 21 datasets. This highlights the effectiveness of the extracted component space. AL, which uses the conditional probability model, produces further improvements in 19 of the 21 datasets over AL-Random, showing the benefits of a guiding pipeline generation through likelihood. Table 6 shows the average search time on OpenML datasets across different model configurations relative to the search time when using the AL conditional probability model. Just Data and Just Code show the ratios when using a conditional probability model that just conditions on the data summarization features (output of α) and the order of library classes, respectively. We found that for 17 of the 21 OpenML and PMLB datasets using the full conditional model resulted in a faster search time than just using data. However, when using just code, the benefit is less apparent, with the full conditional model providing faster search time in 11 of the 21 datasets. On average, Just Data resulted in a search time ratio of 1.38 (s.d. 0.50) and Just Code resulted in a search time ratio of 1.22 (s.d. 0.53), relative to the full conditional model. Figure 7 summarizes the classes used in the top 1 and top 10 ranked pipelines generated by AL across benchmark datasets. Figures 7a and 7b show classes that implement a learning algorithm on the x axis and the fraction of pipelines that used this component as their learning algorithm on the y axis. A taller bar indicates a more popular learning algorithm. The top ranked pipelines have a more diverse set of learning algorithms, while lower ranked pipelines tend to default to use a random forest classifier. Approximately 8% of the top 10 pipelines generated contained 4 classes, 27% contained 3 classes, 41% contained 2 classes, and 25% contained a single class. The total number of pipelines possible, given the depth bounds, are on the order of 1e6 (of which on the order of 1e5 are executable without runtime errors). AL's search procedure explores a fraction (on the order of 1e3) of the possible pipelines. Table 7 shows the performance for the top ranked pipeline produced by AL for 3 Kaggle datasets with open submissions. The first column shows the dataset. The second column shows AL's submission score, the top user score and the percentile associated with AL's score. AL outperformed 29%, 51% and 91% of submissions to the housing-prices, spooky-author-identification, and titanic datasets, respectively, as of this writing. . Distribution of learning algorithm and transform components in the top one and top ten generated pipelines for our evaluation datasets. 8% of the top 10 pipelines generated contained 4 classes, 27% contained 3 classes, 41% contained 2 classes, and 25% contained a single class. (the learning algorithm). Our algorithm produces a bounded number of programs of each depth up to a depth bound.
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IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented AL in approximately 5000 lines of Python code. We integrated the machine learning libraries described in our evaluation (Scikit-Learn and XGBoost). A demo version of AL, as a Python tool, can be found at https://github.com/josepablocam/AL-public.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
AL's ability to produce pipelines that successfully process a broad range of data depends on the quality of the example supervised machine learning programs used to train AL's conditional probability model. In particular, AL's success is dependent on having a set of programs that use relevant portions of the library API at least once (and ideally multiple times). To the extent that AL is provided with poor or very few training examples, the generated pipelines may not successfully generalize to unseen data. This risk can be mitigated by providing multiple high quality example programs.
As in all machine learning applications, it is possible that evaluation on the test set produces poor results relative to the training set. AL splits the input data into a training and held-out validation dataset to use during pipeline generation to mitigate this risk.
We compared against two AutoML tools. We believe these systems are representative of two popular types of search strategies in AutoML: model-based and evolutionary. Both of these tools choose library classes to include in their pipelines and tune hyperparameters. AL only focuses on choosing classes and performs calls with default hyperparameters. It is possible that other tools may produce higher performance pipelines on different datasets. We do not claim that AL can outperform all AutoML tools, but rather that it demonstrates the effectiveness of a novel contribution: extracting the search space of pipeline components from example supervised machine learning programs. We showed comparable performance on a collection of datasets from varied sources and also showed that learning a search space enables AL to handle additional datasets without the need to manually extend the search space.
While AL identifies library components from example programs and uses these during search, there are pre-existing decisions that are made manually in the current implementation. In particular, AL is implemented to use Scikit-Learn and XGBoost libraries in its pipelines. We leveraged this constraint to simplify instrumentation, pipeline fitting, and code generation. Both AutoML systems we compared to extend their manual choices to specific components and ranges for their hyperparameters. Our implementation also introduces a custom combinator during pipeline generation as part of its runtime library: ColumnLoop. This combinator is used to apply transformations in a bounded loop over an input value's columns. ColumnLoop is no longer necessary with newer versions of Scikit-Learn, which introduced sklearn.compose.ColumnTransformer to perform a similar task.
RELATED WORK
We discuss related work in the areas of automated machine learning, probabilistic modeling of code, component-based program synthesis, and neural program synthesis.
Automated Machine Learning
A large body of existing work in automated machine learning has focused on using model-based search techniques [Feurer et al. 2015; Hutter et al. 2011; Kotthoff et al. 2016] , which predict the performance of possible pipeline configurations, and genetic programming [de Sá et al. 2017; Olson et al. 2016] , which evolves different candidate pipelines and assesses their fitness.
Autosklearn [Feurer et al. 2015 ] uses a model-based search technique [Hutter et al. 2011 ] to explore pipelines composed of feature/data preprocessors and a classifier or regressor. The technique searches over a preselected set of classes from Scikit-Learn and XGBoost, and manually identified hyper-parameters for each selected component. Autosklearn uses a model to predict the performance of each configuration (selection of components and corresponding hyper-parameter settings) and explores different parts of the search space to gain new information. Autosklearn also employs meta-learning by training a series of pipelines off-line and then using these pipelines to initialize the search based on dataset characteristics.
TPOT [Olson et al. 2016] uses genetic programming to evolve tree-based pipelines. Similarly to Autosklearn, the TPOT search space is instantiated with preselected Scikit-Learn and XGBoost classes, with evolutionary search applied to the selection of components and identified hyper-parameters.
In contrast to these systems, AL extracts relevant classes during its training phase, when it is supplied with a collection of example programs that use the target machine learning libraries. The pipeline generation search is guided by a conditional pipeline probability model that can be computed for partially constructed pipelines. The Autosklearn performance prediction model and TPOT evolutionary fitness function, in contrast, are valid only for fully constructed pipelines. We note that, unlike Autosklearn and TPOT , AL focuses on pipeline component selection and does not implement a hyper-parameter search, though we discuss ways to extend our approach to include these in Section 13.
Probabilistic Modeling of Code
Previous work has applied probabilistic models of source code to solve tasks in program analysis, program synthesis, and software developer assistance, among other tasks [Allamanis et al. 2015; Gu et al. 2016; Hindle et al. 2012; Murali et al. 2017; Raychev et al. 2014; White et al. 2016 ]. Many of these applications have used large-scale source code repositories in conjunction with static analysis techniques to extract relevant training data. AL focuses on learning from programs in a restricted domain: supervised learning. Rather than use static techniques, we extract our training data from dynamic program traces. The canonical pipelines reconstructed from the trace are the main input to our modeling technique. AL uses dynamic traces as this reflects the dynamic changes in the input data throughout the pipeline, which allows AL's pipeline likelihood to be conditioned not just on the sequence of pipeline components but on a summarization of the input data at each component call.
Component-Based Program Synthesis
Synthesizing programs as a sequential composition of API components has been used for tasks such as aiding complex API usage and database table transformations [Feng et al. 2017a,b; Mandelin et al. 2005] . AL similarly reduces the complexity of using machine learning library APIs and operates on data that often requires preprocessing before use.
Prospector [Mandelin et al. 2005 ] mines a corpus of API client code to statically extract and generalize code fragments, and then re-uses these fragments to address developer queries. Morpheus [Feng et al. 2017a ] synthesizes table transformations using a collection of components along with their first-order specification.
AL also mines a corpus of programs but restricts this corpus to programs that use machine learning libraries and extracts dynamic traces. AL then generates supervised learning pipelines that include data preprocessing steps, along with model fitting and evaluation. The components, extracted from AL's training programs, do not have an accompanying specification but instead their usage is captured through AL's pipeline likelihood model.
Neural Program Synthesis
Bayou [Murali et al. 2018 ] produces a program sketch, conditioned on different forms of łevidencež provided by user input, and then completes this sketch using type-based reasoning. To generate the conditional sketch, Bayou uses an encoder-decoder model. Shu and Zhang [2017] integrate an LSTM neural network to induce loop-free string manipulating programs. The neural network produces distributed representations of inputs and outputs, which are used to pick the appropriate function and corresponding arguments. Sun et al. [2018] constrain the search for programs using a neural network by integrating a grammar into their inference procedure. Their neural network learns to select the appropriate grammar production to expand a non-terminal in an intermediate program representation. The expansion continues until all non-terminals have been expanded.
Singh and Kohli [2017] use a neural network to produce distributed representations for input/output examples. Individual input/output representations can be combined to provide a representation for the example corpus as a whole. Their system then learns to recursively derive programs in a domain specific language starting from these distributed representations.
This body of work is orthogonal to AL. AL does not use a neural network, but rather a classical logistic regression. A simple model allows AL to learn from a small number of examples (approximately 500) compared to the large scale corpora used in these neural approaches (69 thousand examples for Shu and Zhang [2017] , 150 thousand for Bayou, 2 million for Singh and Kohli [2017] ). AL's problem formulation does not match the programming-by-example framework used by many of these other systems. When given a new dataset AL generates a pipeline using a model that has been trained on example programs, in particular their class usage and the characteristics of data used as input parameters. This approach is closer in spirit to the conditional program generation used in Bayou. Additionally, with the exception of Sun et al. [2018] , many of these systems have focused on a different domain for evaluation: string manipulation tasks.
FUTURE WORK
AL's experimental results show that learning from user programs, combined with a simple search strategy, can be used to generate machine learning pipelines that are comparable to those produced by existing techniques and can generalize to more datasets as the the appropriate library classes can be extracted from user programs, rather than manually identified. We now outline possible extensions to this approach.
AL currently selects a sequence of library classes to populate a pipeline. However, different libraries may be implemented in different paradigms and may thus expose useful pipeline components as idioms that combine multiple functions or classes together. AL could be extended to handle these by first extracting these idioms from traces and treating them as a single component, which could then be predicted by AL's conditional probability model. AL uses the default parameters for calls made in the pipeline. However, it is often the case that additional performance can be obtained by tuning these parameters appropriately. One starting point for this would be to extend the instrumentation of user programs to collect hyperparameters to each call. Hyperparameters can then be grouped into equivalence classes using a criteria such as performance change over a baseline. We can then incorporate components of the form (class, hyperparameter equivalence class) to be predicted by AL's conditional probability model. AL uses programs collected from the Kaggle website, but it is not uniquely tied to this source and just assumes the existence of example programs. A future direction includes enhancing AL with information that is uniquely available in Kaggle, such as user rankings. In particular, the conditional probability model can be modified to weigh more heavily pipelines extracted from programs written by more highly ranked users.
The current implementation of AL focuses on generating classical supervised learning pipelines. However, the idea of leveraging existing programs and their executions may be applicable to guiding automatic machine learning in other domains, such as neural architecture search. Using AL for this would require adapting the instrumentation to libraries such as PyTorch [Paszke et al. 2017] , extending the grammar for generated pipelines to include non-sequential operations, and incorporating more aggressive pruning during search, as training neural pipelines is likely to require significantly more compute time than the pipelines currently generated by AL.
Extending AL to other, classical machine learning libraries, such as Pandas [McKinney et al. 2010 ] and statsmodels [Seabold and Perktold 2010] , would mainly require adapting the instrumentation to record appropriate calls, as well as modifying the current code generation module in AL, which was simplified as a result of the uniform API used in Scikit-Learn and XGBoost.
CONCLUSION
We presented AL, a new system that processes an existing corpus of machine learning programs to learn how to generate effective pipelines for solving supervised machine learning problems. AL extracts canonical pipelines from program traces and uses these pipelines to define the search space of components. It trains a pipeline likelihood model over the extracted sequences of library classes and uses this model to guide the generation of new pipelines. Our results highlight the effectiveness of this technique in leveraging existing programs to learn how to generate supervised learning pipelines that work well on a range of problems.
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